
VFM Board Meeting,      3/8/22

Attendees,  Paul Horton, Charlie Brown, Sue Brown, Rachel Yoder, Wendy Jennejahn, Daniel
Pol, Ann Finley, Victoria Covarrubias

Non board members,  Janice, Reinke, Christy Knapp, Youngla Nam, Chris Keiser, Tracy
Weatherhogg.
Quorum Present  Yes

Meeting called to order @ 5:30
Paul asked for a motion  to approve the minutes from the last board meeting. 12/7  sue made
the motion, charlie seconded. All approved.

Paul asked Ann to explain how we were doing at the Cortina inn, Ann said all was going well.
Our original vendors totals had gone down but we had gotten somenew ones, fr a total of aprox
45 vendors right then.  Luckily there had been no issues but the public still had concerns about
safety issues  Ann went on to explain we were in the middle of summer applications at the
moment.  She addressed concerns about vendors who still owed winter fees. Especially those
with truck spots as we had new vendors who are interested in those.  2 in particular.
She also expressed concerns about seasonal vendors who haven't turned in their applications
yet making it difficult to approve new vendors. It was decided she would set a deadline.
Ann also expressed her desire to have more family oriented non profits set up each week.
Victoria said there was a good turn out from the hospital when they came and they had gone
back and told the people they work with about the market.  Paul mentioned it would be a good
way to get the general public in.

Sue brought up some concerns she had mentioned to Ann and Victoria that the market had had
alot of negative publicity and why was the herald not posting anything good.   She mentioned
the positive article done about the hospitals visit and hoped we could get more of that. Ann then
asked Tracy with VFFC if she knew of any family groups that would be interested  in setting up.
Rutland county parent and child center.  And possible 211. Wendy did ask that we not allow
killington to come back with their booth to fill out applications again.  Also no political or
religious.
Anns last business was setting up dates for the weekday markets.  Some vendors want to start
the weekday markets at the same time as the saturday markets. Charlie mentioned farmers this
year are going to have issues just getting fertilizer and seeds.  He believes its going to be a very
tough year on farmers.
Ann did mention the need for a new secretary as she had to much going on right now.  No one
jumped up to volunteer. Victoria mentioned sending out an email to see who was interested.



Paul brought up advertising information.  And how everyone thought it was going. Victoria stated
they were utilizing social media as much as possible, and also the 2 radio adds they had done
at the start of the market at cortina.  She mentioned they are trying to get creative with the social
media ads.  Paul said as summer gets closer we would do the normal ads.  Ann brought up the
class she had been participating in with NOFA and other vt market managers and some of the
idea they had come up with as well as some ideas from experts. She brought up possibly
starting special events for children and families.  Janice asked if we had signed up for the chefs
program. Ann stated yes we had signed up for that.  Charlie thought it as a good idea to have
events for families. He stated they used to have horse and wagon rides many years ago and it
was overwhelming the amount of people that came to that event.  Charlie also mentioned  he
has included the farmers market in with the farm stands ad on Cat country which run 6 times a
day.  He planned to continue that throughout the summer.  (Thanks Charlie)

Financials.  Paul said he had printed out the statements from the bank and even with the losses
of revenue the market was ok,  We had in savings about 18,000.  Highest was 29,000 prior to
covid.  The market withdrew 5,000, for covid expenses and  another 5,000 when we had to
move to cover expenses and losses.  He stated we have money coming in from summer
applications.  He also stated Cortina hadnt cashed either check we had paid them and we have
one more payment to make.  Cortina rent is more than our rent at VFFC.  Paul passed around
some figures that we had come up with of vendors who left the market due to the gas issues.
And all of the reimbursements we had made.  Some left due to the move to cortina.  Some of us
reduced our spaces at cortina instead of reimbursement. It would be applied to their summer
fees.  Paul mentioned the 2 ½ weeks we hadnt paid the vffc for rent if that had been included
the amount of total loss would have been at least 3,000 more.  Chris asked how we would like
to go forward with the totals as far as the VFFC is concerned.  Charlie mentioned the totals
could be alot higher depending on what happens with the clean up. Paul brought up the vendor
losses that hadnt been totalled as of yet.  Paul then mentioned one vendor in particular who had
lost a great deal and that he had contacted Heidi about possibly getting some relief for this
vendor. Heidi mentioned they were reaching out to Vermont community foundation or agency of
agriculture to try to get funding for this. Paul stated he was hoping VFFC would step up and help
him out.  Chris Keiser mentioned the fundamental fairness act that if they helped one tenant
they have to help them all.  Victoria asked why was the focus on this one particular vendor.  Ann
brought up the amount he had lost when he lost the kitchen as well as the weeks not able to
vend due to waiting for inspections. Chris stated that helps with the fundamental fairness issue.
Charlie stated everyone had lost the day we had to clear out the building.  Ann did mention she
was waiting for figures from vendors on their estimated losses this season due to the gas
issues.  Tracy stated she had spoke to Heidi and heidi and Elizabeth were trying to gather from
all tenants their losses by the end of march possibly. She also stated its important that everyone
know they may not get the reimbursements they have lost but that the VFFC was trying.

Chris said they would present the numbers they have so far to their finance committee so they
have an idea what our losses are.



Annual meeting was discussed,  we need a date, time and place.  Charlie asked if we still sent
all the information to every member and the amount of people who used to attend. Paul
mentioned we had been doing it on Thursday nights. Ann brought up April 14th or April 21.
Tracy said April 14 was holy week and April 21 was spring break.  April 28 was decided on for
the date.  A pot luck decided on, Janice brought up that 5;30 was hard for people to make. 6;00
was decided on.

Paul bought up the bylaws that Wendy, Daniel and Sue were working on updating.  Ann brought
up how the national board does the bylaw.  Possibly  the board menbers go through and
highlight certain areas of the bylaws they think need updating and send them to the committee.
It was. Paul stated that would be good if that was something the committee thought would be
helpful. Wendy stated she thought it would be helpful if that was something the board was
willing to do.
It was decided a separate meeting would be needed to go over strictly the bylaws.

Victoria asked if there was a way the board could meet at specific times during the year maybe
4 times a year. Paul said that would have to happen under another president. He believed we
only needed a meeting when we had to have one.  We didnt need to have one if there wasnt
anything going on. Victoria thought there was information that was being missed with the lack of
regular meetings. Paul said he heard what she was saying, Rachel said she thought we should
have a special meeting at the end of the market if someone had specific issues they needed to
have addressed,

VFFC TCE update from Chris. He stated ground penetrating radar inside farmers hall was
taking place the next day. To determine where the holes would be drilled to inform engineers
where to focus their energies on the clean up process. Chris stated they were focusing solely at
this time on Farmers hall. Tracy stated the site work plan had been submitted to the state and
that everyone involved knew the end goal was fall. /chris said they have told officials they would
like to be done by October.    Charlie asked if he could possibly be there when they did this. He
was interested in what they would find under the slab based on what older folks had told him.
Paul asked if there was a timeline for each phase. Chris said it was more of a discovery process
for each task. Each process would determine what they did next. Charlie asked about rutland
regional planning commission still involved.  Chris said yes they had the funds they needed,
Tracy stated there were still 3 vendors booths still set up. 24 carrot cake, stevens farm and rose
valley farm.   Everyone had been contacted about removing their things.
Paul stated at the last vffc board meeting about the Linda Lee dress factory being included in
the complex they are planning. Chris said there was nothing in the immediate works for this to
happen,

Charlie brought up the farmers market was the key to any of the vffc even being there. The VFM
had done all the research to get the property  as well  the ones who cleaned it all secured the
financing for the property so the farmers market would always have a secure winter location.
Charlie stated he didnt want anything like what happened this year to ever happen again in the
future to the new upcoming farmers  Paul added to this by stating VFM had always had a



partnership with VFFC since the first day the VFFC was formed.  But VFM has been designated
as tenants, and he would like to see this changed.  VFM was heavily involved in the formation of
the VFFC  with not only money but sweat and hard work.
VFM made the down payment for the formation of the VFFC, 9,000 loan for the bathrooms that
they forgave, as well as an additional 9,000 that is still being paid back, this has always been a
partnership organization but that has been changing.  He stated the VFFC was formed strictly
for the VFM to have a permanent home. Charlie also mentioned that VFFC had gotten into
severe financial problems. One of their board members who is no longer with them put up
$30,000 of his own money to save them. After that happened the board put him off the board
due to him not being able to be at every meeting.   Charlie stated that this information is all
important to be known so they could all understand why VFM is so wary these days.

Since no one had anything else to add the board needed to go into executive session for
personnel matters.

On leaving Christy knapp volunteered to become the new secretary,  Paul thought we should
vote on that immediately.   Ann nominated Christy to become new secretary, Sue seconded, all
agreed.

Charlie made a motion to go into executive session, Sue seconded.
Executive session Personnel matters ended nothing changed.

Meeting adjourned 7:06

Respectfully Submitted by Ann Finley (Secretary)
3/30/22


